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ATS statistics:

Budapest FIR Overflying traffic +10.38% in October (70 049) SU +9,15% Delay 0,43
min/flight
LHBP +11,3% in October (10 133) SU+15,42%
KFOR sector October (Kosovo) 25,37% (12629)

Political/national context:

General elections were held in April, no major changes. 

Social/Collective agreement:

We have started a debate with management in three areas:

1. FRMS
ATCOs  are  fed  up  with  the  system  we  have,  which  were  tricked  out  by
management.  This  resulted in  60 hours working weeks.  We want  to  have a
system that guarantees necessary rest for ATCOs in the summer period before
starting next summer season

2. Retirement
As early retirement was cancelled by the government in 2014 we do not have
any substitute. We want to have a system that uses the same amount of money
as the early retirement. The problem is that it is a controllable cost according to
the charging regulation whereas it  was an uncontrollable one with  the earlier
system.  However  we managed to  include the financing into  the national  cost
base plan for RP3
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3. Money
We have started collective bargaining  for  RP3. It  won’t  be  easy considering
some trade-off between FRMS (and maybe early retirement if it is not endorsed
in the cost base as an additional cost by PRB). We want to have increase over
10% considering same number of controllers controlling over 40% more traffic in
the last few years. 

 
It is interesting to note that 7 of our younger ATCOs applied to DFS (out of 100 ACC
ATCOs). Main reason is better social circumstances concerning fatigue management
and retirement…

Technological implementations (ROT, new systems…):

EASA  audit  of  our  NSA  included  a  visit  in  our  Remote  Tower.  This  resulted  in
downgrading the certificate  to  strictly  contingency purposes,  remote operations only
possible when shadow ATCOs are present in the real TWR.

Our  ATCOs are  still  not  happy with  the  concept  that  was created using  Top-down
method i.e. the implementation concept was created by ‘experts’ and ATCOs were only
used to finetune it.  Our opinion is that Hungarocontrol’s implementation is not good
enough for medium size airports.

FAB:

FABCE ANSPs doing the minimum that is necessary to cooperate. Social dialogue is
not  very  exciting  on  FAB  level  due  the  lack  of  (or  low  level)  representation  of
management side. Most of the topics we want to talk about are said to be local issues
(e.g. retirement, fatigue, rostering, working time), so no outcome on this level. Some
topics trigger some interest (capacity, delays, common procurement).
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